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A complete diploma was seen recently in London. The two tablets are still fastened together with three
flattened strands of bronze wire, which run through two central binding holes, 6 cm apart. The wires are
twisted from the centre on the outer face of the first tablet but are flat on tabella II with one end bent
over and the other end tucked behind the wires at the top. The tablets are complete save for the bottom
left corner of the first and the equivalent corner of the second tablet, where small segments have broken
off. The text is unaffected on either face. Tabella I is brown in colour with patches of green and areas of
white accretion in the lower area, which could probably be removed by a conservator. The outer face of
tabella II is considerably more abraded. The light green surface is slightly pitted and the names of the
witnesses are difficult to decipher. The binding holes were punched through the tablets before they were
engraved; cf. the spacing of the word HA BVISSENT on tabella I. One small hinge hole was punched in
the top right corner of tabella I and the corresponding corner of the second tablet. The tablets match
exactly in height and width: height (from tabella I) is 14.5–14.6 cm; width 12.4–12.5 cm; thickness
variable in both tablets: 1–2 mm; combined weight: 321.67 g. There are double framing lines on both of
the exposed outer faces. These are more clearly visible on tabella I, where they are 4 mm apart; letters
run into these margins in lines 9, 10, 11, 13, 24 and 26. Letters on tabella I are in a neat, well formed
squarish script, 2.5–3 mm in height, with an occasional letter of 4 mm, e.g. the I of IMP and the second
I in both examples of IIS. The same hand is used throughout: On tabella II letters are 4.5–5 mm high.
There are no obvious errors on either face although the F’s in line 23 of tabella I have heavy bases
to the upright strokes so that they almost resemble E’s.

5

10

extrinsecus: tabella I
IMP CAESAR DIVI TRAIANI PARTHICI F DIVI NERV •
NEPOS TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG·PONTIF MAX
TRIB POTEST XI COS III
EQVIT ET PEDIT QVI MILITAVER IN ALIS V ET COH X
QVAE APPELL I PANN ET GALL ET GALL ATECTORIG ET I
VESP DARDAN ET I FLAV GAETVL ET II HISP ARAV ET I
LVSITAN ET I FLAV NVMIDAR ET I THRAC SYRIAC ET I
GERM ET I BRACAROR ET I LEPID ET II FLAV BRITT ET II
LVCENS ET II CHALCID ET II MATTIAC ET SVNT IN MOES
INFER SVB BRVTTIO PRAESENTE QVIN ET VICEN ITEM
CLASSIC SENIS ET VICEN PLVRIB STIPEND EMERIT
DIMISSIS HONEST MISSION QVOR NOMIN SVBSCRIPT
SVNT IPSIS LIBERIS POSTERISQ EORVM CIVIT DEDIT
ET CONVB CVM VXORIB QVAS TVNC HA BVISSENT CVM

•

15

20

•

EST CIVITAS IIS DATA AVT SIQVI CAELIB ESSENT
CVM IIS QVAS POSTEA DVXISSENT DVMTAXAT SIN
GVLI SINGVLAS A D X III K SEPT
Q TINEIO RVFO M LICINIO CELERE NEPOTE COS
ALAE I FLAVIAE GAETVLOR CVI PRAEST
M
VLPIVS
ATTIANVS
EX GREGALE
VELADATO DIALONIS F ERAVISC
ET IVLIAE TITI FIL VXORI EIVS ERAVISC
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ET FORTVNATO F EIVS ET ATRECTO F EIVS
ET IANVARIO F EIVS ET MAGNO F EIVS IANVARIAE FIL EIVS
DESCRIPTVM ET RECOGNITVM EX TABVLA AENEA
QVAE FIXA EST ROMAE IN MVRO POST TEMPLVM
D IV I A V G A D M IN ERV A M

25

5

•

extrinsecus: tabella II
TI IVLI
L VIBI
L PVLLI
•
Q LOLLI
C VETTIENI
Q ORFI
•
TI CLAVDI

VIBIANI
VIBIANI
DAPHNI
FESTI
HERMETIS
PARATI
MENANDRI

Text:
Imp(erator) Caesar, divi Traiani Parthici f., divi Nerv(ae) nepos, Traianus Hadrianus Aug(ustus),
pontif(ex) max(imus), trib(unicia) potest(ate) XI, co(n)s(ul) III
equit(ibus) et pedit(ibus) qui militaver(unt) in alis V et coh(ortibus) X quae appell(antur): (1) I
Pann(oniorum) et Gall(orum) et (2) Gall(orum) Atectorig(iana) et (3) I Vesp(asiana) Dardan(orum)
et (4) I Flav(ia) Gaetul(orum) et (5) II Hisp(anorum) Arav(acorum); et (1) I Lusitan(orum) et (2) I
Flav(ia) Numidar(um) et (3) I Thrac(um) Syriac(a) et (4) I Germ(anorum) et (5) I Bracar(augustan)or(um) et (6) I Lepid(iana) et (7) II Flav(ia) Britt(onum) et (8) II Lucens(ium) et (9) II
Chalcid(enorum) et (10) II Mattiac(orum) et sunt in Moes(ia) infer(iore) sub Bruttio Praesente,
quin(is) et vicen(is) item classic(is) senis et vicen(is) plurib(usve) stipend(is) emeritis dimissis
honest(a) mission(e)
quor(um) nomin(a) subscript(a) sunt, ipsis liberis posterisq(ue) eorum civit(atem) dedit et conub(ium)
cum uxorib(us), quas tunc habuissent, cum est civitas iis data, aut siqui caelib(es) essent, cum iis,
quas postea duxissent dumtaxat singuli singulas.
a. d. XIII k. Sept. Q. Tineio Rufo, M. Licinio Celere Nepote co(n)s(ulibus).
alae I Flaviae Gaetulor(um), cui praest M. Ulpius Attianus, ex gregale Veladato Dialonis f., Eravisc(o)
et Iuliae Titi fil(iae) uxori eius Eravisc(ae) et Fortunato f. eius et Atrecto f. eius et Ianuario f. eius et
Magno f. eius et Ianuariae fil(iae) eius.
Descriptum et recognitum ex tabula aenea, quae fixa est Romae in muro post templum divi Aug(usti) ad
Minervam.
Ti. Iuli Vibiani; L. Vibi Vibiani; L.Pulli Daphni; Q. Lolli Festi; Q. Vettieni Hermetis; Q. Orfi Parati; Ti.
Claudi Menandri
Some general observations
By a remarkable coincidence three diplomas relating to different provinces but carrying the names of
the same consuls and with the same day dates have come to the attention of scholars within the past
year. These three diplomas were issued to the auxilia of Germania inferior, Britannia and Moesia
inferior; all were dated to 20th August 127.1 The find-spot of only one of these diplomas is known,
1 All three were issued in the 11th year of Hadrian’s tribunician power; they bear the names of the consuls Q. Tineius

Rufus and M. Licinius Celer Nepos, a. d. XIII k. Sept. Further information about this pair of suffecti and a comment
concerning the addition of Celer to the names of the second consul are provided in the analyses of the diplomas of Germania
inferior and Britannia and will not be explored further here.
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namely that of Germania inferior, which came from north-west Bulgaria2 ; the other two came onto the
art market from private collections, but the homes given for the recipients of this latter pair makes it
probable that they too may have had an East European origin at some time. 3
The fact that they bear the same date should occasion no great surprise. Only a very small fraction
of the large numbers of diplomas that must once have existed have come down to us and there is no
certain way of attaching any significance to specific dates of issue4 before the early third century.5 Pairs
of diplomas issued to different sections of the Roman army are fairly common, a trio is therefore
predictable.6
If there is anything special to note about the date of issue of these diplomas it is simply that the men
being given discharge at this time were probably those who had been recruited by Trajan at the
beginning of his Dacian campaigns. All three are of the “quinis et vicenis pluribusve” type so that the
recipients could well have enlisted as early as 99 or 100.7 In the case of the present diploma of Moesia
inferior it is worth remarking that a diploma issued two years earlier by the same governor, Bruttius
Praesens, contains the names of two of the alae and five of the cohorts of this diploma.8 These could
have been given to men who entered service as early as 98, when Trajan was already contemplating
war.
The three diplomas under discussion are of a similar size and the script used is standard for the
period save that the one of Germania inferior is less carefully executed. The Moesian and German
examples have framing lines, that of Britannia has none. All three have at least one hinge hole as well as
the two central binding holes. The layout of the details from the date to the names of the recipient is
different in all three;9 but only in the case of the diploma of Germania inferior is it possible that these
details were added after the main formula had been completed.10 Abbreviations used are similar but not
identical11. It has already been observed that engravers working in the same period had a degree of
freedom, within limits, in laying out scripts of diplomas. The differences detected may have been due to
the special needs of the material to be included together with individual idiosyncrasies or the styles of
different workshops. These three diplomas are a prime example of this freedom.
2 See W. Eck, E. Paunov, Ein neues Militärdiplom für die Auxiliartruppen von Germania inferior aus dem J. 127,
Chiron 27, 1997 (forthcoming).
3 The diploma for Britannia is published by Johannes Nollé, Militärdiplom für einen in Britannien entlassenen ‘Daker’,
ZPE 117, 1997, 269–274.
4 See H. Nesselhauf in CIL XVI p. 185 for a list of known day dates up to 1935, and further CIL XVI Suppl. facing p.
248. For a later list of dates see RMD III pp. 235–242.
5 Praetorian diplomas issued from 210 onward are invariably dated to January 7.
6 Pairs already extant are: CIL XVI 14 and 15: Ravenna and Misene fleets (71 Apr. 5); CIL XVI 161/2 and RMD III

148: Mauretania Tingitana and Dacia (109 Oct. 9); CIL XVI 163 and 164: Dacia and Pannonia inferior (110 Iul. 2); CIL XVI
67 and 68 + RMD I 17: Macedonia and Dacia superior (120 Iun. 9); CIL XVI 169/73 and 81: Mauretania Tingitana and
Praetorian guard (122 Nov. 18); CIL XVI 179/180 and 96: Pannonia inferior and Pannonia superior (148 Oct. 9); CIL XVI
128 and RMD III 184: Lycia Pamphylia and Britannia (178 Mart. 23). Other examples of paired diplomas will be evident in
RMD IV.
7 The same is true for a recently published diploma of Pannonia superior dated to 126 July 1 (W. Eck and M. M. Roxan,
Römische Inschriften – Neufunde, Neulesungen und Neuinterpretationen 2: Festschrift für Hans Lieb, Basel/Berlin 1995,
55–79). Other diplomas of the auxilia or fleets issued in the late 120s and early 130s would be probably discharging men
who enlisted for one of the two Trajanic wars.
8 See A Diploma of Moesia inferior: 125 Iun. 1: W. Eck, M. M. Roxan, ZPE 116, 1997, 193–203, and here Table 2:
Diplomas of Moesia inferior.
9 For example the names of the consuls which are widely spaced on separate lines in the British example, are divided
between the last line of the formula and the following line for the German tablet, and are compressed into a single line for the
Moesian diploma. In the last case probably allowance was made for additional space required for names of the family of the
recipient.
10 The photographs suggest that the lettering of this section is much less carefully positioned than the main text.
11 See Table 1: Abbreviations used in outer faces of three diplomas of 20 August 127.
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The Legate of Moesia inferior
The career of Bruttius Praesens was first expounded by the late R. Syme12 and further investigated in
the commentary on the diploma of Moesia inferior of AD 125.13 The evidence of this diploma supports
the suggestion that Praesens continued as governor almost certainly into 128.
The Units
Alae
Two of the alae listed in 127 had also appeared in the diploma of 125. These are: ala I Gallorum et
Pannoniorum (no. 1 in this diploma) and ala I Flavia Gaetulorum (no. 4). The histories of these two
alae were discussed in the context of the earlier diploma and only a brief comment is needed here. The
title of ala I Gallorum et Pannoniorum has been reversed on the outer face of the new diploma. Since
the present owner has not permitted the binding wire to be removed, it has not been possible to check
whether this is a scribal error on the outer face only or if the name has also been given in this unusual
fashion on the inner face and perhaps denotes the form copied from the list in Rome. There is no other
known record of a reversal of ethnic names in the title of this unit and, without further evidence, it may
simply represent a copyist’s mistake at some point in the process between gathering of the records and
their transmission to Rome.
Ala I Flavia Gaetulorum is the unit of the recipient and the significance of this will be discussed under
that heading.
Ala Gallorum Atectorigiana. This ala is known to have existed from the time of Augustus or
perhaps Caesar, its first record appears in an inscription from Saintes.14 Its title is generally believed to
have been derived from that of a Gallic notable, Atectorix, whose name was attributed to the Gallic
Pictones by A. Holder.15 Its early history remains uncertain. E. Stein considered it not improbable that it
may have been in Germania before its move to Moesia but there is no record of its presence there.16
This diploma is the earliest indication that the ala was in Moesia inferior17 although it is attested in a
diploma of ca. 152–15418 and may also be recorded in diplomas of 145 and 161.19 Further, there is good
epigraphic evidence of its attribution to the province in the later second and early third centuries.20 A
12 R. Syme, Praesens the friend of Hadrian, Studia in honorem Iiro Kajanto, Arctos Suppl. 2, 1985, 237 ff. = Roman
Papers V, Oxford 1988, 563 ff.; ibid., Legates of Moesia, Dacia 12, 1968, 331 ff. = Danubian Papers, Bucharest 1971, 218
No. 5.
13 See W. Eck, M. M. Roxan op. cit. note 8 supra. See especially references in notes 56–60 of that commentary.
14 CIL XIII 1041, conveniently cited in full in CIL XVI Appendix p. 146, where its dating is attributed to Mommsen,
Gesammelte Schriften VI p. 145.
15 Alt-celtischer Sprachschatz, Leipzig, 1896–1914, Vol. 1, 254–255; cf. E. Birley, Alae named after their commanders,
Ancient Society 9, 1978, 257–273 especially 257.
16 E. Stein, Die Kaiserlichen Beamten und Truppenkörper im Römischen Deutschland unter dem Prinzipat, Wien, 1932,
123.
17 J. Beneš, Auxilia Romana in Moesia atque Dacia, Prague 1977, 3, no. 15, suggested that the ala was in Moesia
inferior from the second half of the second century. Earlier he commented: ‘nicht vor 134’ (Sborník Prací Filosofické
Brnenské University E-15 (1970) 163.
18 RMD I 50. In this diploma and perhaps in RMD III 165 (also in ILS 1174) the ala is given the numeral I. The date of
this diploma is uncertain but is certainly in the 150s.
19 RMD III 165 note 2; RMD II 111 note 2.
20 ILS 2537 = CIL III 33032 (Rome) D. M. Ulpia Danae ex Mauretania Caesariensi, v(ixit) a(nnis) XXIIX, C. Valerius
Maximus dec(urio) alae Atectorigiarse ! exercitus Moesiae inferioris coniugi fecit. This could be Trajanic/Hadrianic in date.
Although the formula uses D(is) M(anibus) the wife’s name is in the nominative, but her name implies that it cannot be
earlier than Trajan. Two other inscriptions are definitely third century: Bulletin Institut Arch. Bulgare I, 1921/22, 246/7
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heavily ligatured inscription from Rjahovo (Appiaria), set up by a prefect of the ala to his wife, may
imply that its station in the late second or third century was on the Danubian limes west of
Transmarisca.21
Ala Vespasiana Dardanorum is very well attested in diplomas of Moesia inferior from 99 through to
the latter part of the reign of Pius (see Table 2). Raised by Vespasian probably before 74,22 one of its
earlier commanders may have been [C.] Mulvius Ofillius Rest[i]tutus who is recorded on an inscription
from Grumentum, Italy, where he was patron of the Augustales Herculanii.23 The ala took part in
Trajan’s Dacian wars and one of its commanders received dona from the emperor.24 Its station in
Moesia inferior was probably Arrubium on the Scythian section of the limes approaching the Danube
delta. At Arrubium (Macin), apart from an inscription set up for the health of one of its prefects, T.
Flavius Apollinaris, recording the building of his house, there is a dedication to Liber Pater by an eques
of ala I Dardanorum Antoniniana.25 A veteran of the ala settled not far away at Troesmis, where he
became a municipal dignitary, possibly in the late second or early third century,26 another veteran seems
to have remained in the Dobrudja at Casimcea.27 The ala may be presumed to have remained in Moesia
inferior at least into the reign of Gordian since 14 equites singulares Augusti, drawn from its ranks,
erected an altar to Sabadius (a Thracian god) in Rome on 2nd August 241. 28
Ala II Hispanorum Aravacorum was raised early in Julio-Claudian period from the Arevaci/Aravaci,
a Celtiberian people. It was early in Pannonia, probably in the pre-Claudian period, and is attested there
in diplomas and inscriptions up to AD 85.29 Wagner summarised its early history and suggested that it
had been transferred to Moesia inferior in the course of, or in connection with, Domitian’s Dacian
War.30 It is found in diplomas of the province between 99 and 152/154? (see Table 2). K. Strobel
believes that it took part at least in Trajan’s first Dacian war,31 but by AD 103 it was stationed at
Carsium (Hîrsova) in the Dobrudja32 and is recorded still there repairing a road in AD 200.33 A number
of veterans of the ala are recorded as settling in the Dobrudja area in the late second early third century:
one at Capidava, another at Tomi, two at Histria, and one near Troesmis. 34 Other veterans moved
(Svalenik): al(a)e Atecto[rigianae] Antoninianae, and CIL III 6154 = ILS 1174 (Tomi): where a decurion of ‘alae I Atectorum Severianae’ set up a dedication to the governor of Moesia inferior L. Annius Italicus Honoratus in 224 (cf. PIR II2 A
659).
21 CIL III 12452. A tombstone in Greek, from Akisse (Gorgoromeis), need not imply the presence of the ala in Isauria.
M. P. Speidel suggests that the man may have originated and perhaps retired there as a veteran: Guards of the Roman
Armies, Antiquitas 1, Band 28, Bonn, 1978, 101–2 no. 57.
22 CIL XVI 45 of AD 99 is a “plurave” diploma which, in the Flavian period could mean several years more than 25
service; cf. G. Alföldy, Zur Beurteilung der Militärdiplome der Auxiliarsoldaten, Historia 17 (1968) 215–227, especially
223. Men receiving grants in 99 could well have been recruited as early as 71–72.
23 AE 1972, 148; see PME M 71 for a suggested Flavian date.
24 P. Besius Betuinianus C. Marius Memmius Sabinus, CIL VIII 9990 = ILS 1352 (Tingis).
25 CIL III 7512; AE 1980, 822.
26 CIL III 7504 = ILS 7184.
27 AE 1972, 540.
28 CIL VI 31164 = ILS 2189 (Rome); cf. M. P. Speidel, Denkmäler der Kaiserreiter, Equites singulares Augusti,
Beihefte der Bonner Jahrbücher, Band 50, Köln, 1994, 88–89, no. 63.
29 CIL XVI 26, 30 and 31 of AD 80, 84 and 85.
30 W. Wagner, Die Dislokation der römischen Auxiliarformationen in den Provinzen Noricum, Pannonien, Moesien und
Dakien von Augustus bis Gallienus, Berlin 1938, 47–48.
31 Untersuchungen zu den Dakerkriegen Trajans, Antiquitas 1, Band 33, 112.
32 IDR V, Scythia Minor no. 94 = AE 1980, 814. See also an altar to Deo Invicto set up at Carsium by an Ulpius
Demetrius of the ala: IDR V, Scythia Minor 102 = AE 1980, 815.
33 CIL III 7603 and 7604.
34 AE 1934, 106 (Capidava); CIL III 1421429 (Tomi); AE 1919, 15 (Histria); AE 1984, 796 (Histria); (AE 1919, 17 a
third inscription – a tombstone at Histria – was put up by a secuplicarius alaes(!) II Arabacorum to an unknown person);
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further west but still east of Oescus.35 The later history of the ala is unknown but it is improbable that
the ala would have continued to occupy Carsium after the death of Decius at Abrittus and the
humiliating peace conceded by his successor Gallus.
The Cohorts
Possibly for reasons of space, since there are 8 more units than in the diploma of 125, cohort names lack
some parts of their titles in the diploma: I Lusitanorum lacks Cyrenaica, I Lepidiana is without c(ivium)
R(omanorum) as is I Bracar(augustan)or(um). This is not exceptional, diplomas do not always include
the full unit names, especially after the Trajanic period.
Cohors I Lusitanorum Cyrenaica equitata. Although the cohort lacks its full title in the present diploma
there can be no doubt about its identity.36 It is attested in Cyrene in the reign of Augustus under its
prefect M. Sufenas Proculus 37 and probably took its epithet as a consequence of measures taken by (L.
Valerius) Catullus (Messalinus) against the Jewish sicarii towards the end of the Jewish Revolt.38 Its
withdrawal from Cyrenaica, perhaps prompted by the seeming peacefulness of the province, may have
been connected with Domitian’s Dacian war. The tombstone of a veteran from Tomi is probably to be
dated towards the end of the first century39 and thus implies that its arrival predates by some years its
first appearance in a diploma of Moesia inferior (see Table 2). It probably participated in Trajan’s
Dacian wars and may already have been in the Dobrudja, where there are several tombstones of veterans
which would fit a Trajanic or Hadrianic date.40 Wagner thought that its fort may have been nearby at
Cius41. A prefect of the cohort, who went on to be tribunus militum in legio VII Claudia p. f. is recorded
at Lazu, 8 km south of Constanza.42 A building stone from Candidiana, which lies some distance southwest of Cius, on the bank of the Danube west of Durostorum, places it there in the reign of Maximinus
Thrax (although the imperial epithet has been restored in the inscription); this may have been its station
in the third century43.
I Flavia Numidarum equitata was formerly based in Syria if Nesselhauf’s identification with cohors
I Numidarum in CIL XVI 35 of 88 is accepted.44 If this is correct its appearance in that diploma
suggests that it may have existed in the Julio-Claudian period and acquired the epithet Flavia during the
latter part of the reign of Domitian45. It was previously known in Moesia inferior only through the
Brestovene diploma of ca. 152–154,46 but is now certainly in the province during the reign of Hadrian
and may have been there earlier than 127 since, as Table 2 shows, the diplomas of the province do not
inevitably carry a complete list of its garrison. If there was only one cohort of this name it could have
IDR V 117 = AE 1977, 763 (near Troesmis).
35 CIL III 12359 (Gauren in Hissar); AE 1911, 219 = AE 1940, 34 (Prista).
36 Cyrenaica or an abbreviation is found in all other diplomas where the name is sufficiently preserved, cf. Table 2.
37 AE 1978, 830 and 829; cf. J. M. Reynolds, Actes VII e Congrès Epigraphie, 458–460.
38 So Wagner, following Ritterling (JRS 19, 1929, 28–29) op. cit note 30, 163–134. Cf. Josephus BJ VII 11, 1 (437–
454).
39 AE 1957, 189. The tombstone like most other inscriptions within the province does not include Cyrenaica in the
cohort’s title.
40 CIL III 12480 = IDR V, Scythia Minor No. 118 (Hissarlik = Cius) is the tombstone of a M. Ulpius Domitius, who
had served 28 years; CIL III 13214.9 (Adamklissi) which records a veteran decurion from Siscia also has an early format.
41 Wagner, op. cit. note 30, 164.
42 AE 1977, 747.
43 AE 1964, 180 (Malâk Preslavec, district of Silistra).
44 CIL XVI Summarii Cap. VII p. 183.
45 An alternative explanation is that it was created in the Flavian period round a cadre of experienced soldiers who
received their grants (but not honesta missio) in that diploma.
46 RMD I 50, see Table 2.
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been brought from the East by Hadrian when he abandoned much of Trajan’s arrangements there.
However, Arrian mentions a prefect of a cohors I Numidarum in the Ectaxis (3,4) which would place it
in Cappadocia in 134 so that it may seem more likely that there were two first cohorts of Numidians,
one of which was raised under the Flavians. No other inscriptions of the unit in Moesia inferior have
been reported so far but two diplomas of Lycia Pamphylia, both naming I Flavia Numidarum as the sole
unit, were found within the province. The first was found at Nicopolis ad Istrum, and is dated to
166/167,47 the second came from Kadiköi and was issued on 178 to a man born castris48. The fact that
these two diplomas were found in Moesia inferior may imply that the recipients were recruited while the
unit was stationed there. The later diploma was issued after exactly 25 years service (quinque et viginti),
which could mean that the Moesian cohort left for Lycia Pamphylia after 153. However, this can only
be speculative and much more evidence is needed for a clear solution to the problems posed.
Cohors I Thracum Syriaca. Present indications suggest that this cohort lay in Moesia then Moesia
superior until after Trajan’s Parthian expedition, when it was assigned to the lower province. Its stay in
Moesia inferior at least up to the latter part of the reign of Pius was discussed in connection with the
diploma of 125. It has been suggested that later in the second century it returned to its former base at
Ravna in Moesia superior but the evidence is based on the tombstones of veterans who claim great
longevity (100 and 70 years respectively). It may be that on retirement these men had returned to the
area near the station where they had first served49
Cohors I Germanorum c. R. This cohort must now definitely be distinguished from its homonym in
Germania superior. The latter appears in diplomas of that province for 82 (Upper Germany), 117,
129/130 and 134 – only in 117 is it given with c. R.50 In Moesia inferior apart from the present diploma
it is also included in those for 145 and ca. 152–154, with c. R. only certainly preserved in the last
named51. Its base was at Capidava in the Dobrudja where C. Munatius Venustus, prefect of the cohort,
erected a tombstone for his wife; part of an altar to I. O. M. Fortunae Reducis also bears the name of the
cohort.52
Cohortes I Bracaraugustanorum (c. R.) No. 5), I Lepidiana (c. R.) (No. 6) and II Flavia Brittonum (No.
7) and II Mattiacorum (No. 10) all appear in the diploma of 125 and something of their histories has
already been explored.53
Cohors II Lucensium equitata. There is no early evidence for its existence but like other cohorts of
this Spanish series it probably went to Illyricum as a consequence of the Pannonian revolt of AD 6–9.
By AD 78 it was in Moesia and it is now known in diplomas of Moesia inferior up to 127 (see Table 2)
From the sparse evidence extant the station of the cohort at this time is assumed to be near Razgrad. It is
now clear that it should not be restored in the diploma of 152–154 as Radnóti suggested.54 Recent
evidence shows that its transfer to Thrace, which hitherto had been placed towards the end of the second
century, perhaps in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, actually took place before the end of the reign of
Hadrian. It is known to have been at Cabyle, in eastern Thrace south of the Haemus mountains, in 136 at

47 RMD I 67.
48 CIL XVI 128. The recipient of this diploma was ex equite, indicating that the unit was part-mounted.
49 CIL III 1475 = ILJug. 1299 (Ravna); CIL III 8262 (Ravna). For a tentative suggestion re the date of these inscriptions

see K. Kraft, Zur Rekrutierung der Alen und Kohorten an Rhein und Donau, Bern, 1951, p. 190 nos. 1894 and 1893.
50 CIL XVI 28, 62/63, RMD II 90 and 80.
51 RMD III 165 and RMD I 50: see Table 2.
52 G. Florescu, R. Florescu, P. Diaconu, Capidava, Bucharest, 1958, 94–95, no. 17 = AE 1939, 87; 101–104 No. 24 =
AE 1950, 76.
53 W. Eck, M. M. Roxan op cit. note 8.
54 Limes-Studien. Vorträge des 3. Internationalen Limes-Kongresses in Rheinfelden/Basel 1957, Basel 1959, 149.
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latest.55 Later, perhaps under Commodus, it moved west to a fort well south of Serdica at Sarapeva
Bania (Germania) and is attested there from ca. 198 at least until 222.56 It has been thought that at least
a vexillation of the cohort was drawn to serve in Taurian Chersonesus (Crimea) and that this area came
under the command of Moesia inferior for military purposes.57
Cohors II Chalcidenorum [equitata?] sagittaria. Only known as a unit of archers from the latest
diploma in which it is registered,58 the cohort is thought to have been part mounted through a
fragmentary cursus of an unknown prefect from Bisanthe in Thrace.59 It is uncertain whether it was
registered in CIL XVI 83, where all that is preserved is I CHAL. on the inner face. It may seem unlikely
that a second cohort should be restored in that position, since it is followed by a first cohort (I
Lusi[(tanorum) Cyr(enaica)], but the order of listing in at least two diplomas of Moesia inferior is
irregular in this respect and this could be (and probably is) a scribal error.60 There is no epigraphic
indication of the station of the unit. Although the diploma of ca. 152–154 was found in north-eastern
Bulgaria at Brestovene, district of Kubrat the unit of the recipient is unknown and it need have no
bearing on the station of this unit.
Men of the classis Flavia Moesica were also receiving grants through this diploma, although none
had qualified two years earlier.61
The Commander of ala I Flavia Gaetulorum
It would be a remarkable coincidence if two men with the cognomen Attianus commanded the same ala
within just over two years and M. Ulpius Attianus should be the same equestrian as the man named in
the diploma of 125, where the information is given that he came from Rome. It seems that the custom of
adding an origo to the name of the commander was more prevalent in the 120s than has hitherto been
believed. The first known example of such an origo appears in a diploma of 12262 but G. Alföldy
pointed out that in this case both tribus and filiation appeared as part of the name. He therefore
considered that it differed from the series of auxiliary diplomas issued between 129 and 156 in which
characteristically only the tria nomina and origines of commanders are given.63 Since he wrote, several
more early examples of this practice have come to light, namely the diploma of 125, already noted, and

55 AE 1991, 1403, 1404, 1402: building inscriptions and an altar dated to the 20th year of Hadrian’s tribunician power;

cf. V. Velkov, A.Arch.Hung 41, 1989, 253.
56 CIL III 7418 = 123337 (199); CIL III 12339 (222).
57 AE 1909, 166 (Chersonesus) a tombstone of a miles who had served for five years; ILS 9160 of a miles with ten
years service, from the same area, is taken to indicate a similar role for part of cohors I Bracaraugustanorum. See Wagner,
op. cit. notes 30, 162 and 99.
58 See Table 2. In an unpublished doctoral thesis (Oxford 1980) David Kennedy placed the origin of this cohort in the
territory of the Ituraeans, who were famous for their archery.
59 AE 1973, 485. Different readings have been offered for this stone. One suggests that the unknown equestrian was
tribune of a milliary cohors Chalcidenorum; L. Moretti suggested that this was really [praef(ecto) coh(ortis) II] equ[itatae
Chalci]denoru[m, followed by command of an ala. The inscription is clearly Vespasianic, and need not have followed a
regular pattern. Cf. W. Eck, Chiron 5,1975, 365–392.
60 CIL XVI 78 shows cohortes II Mattiacorum, I Claudia Sugambrorum, and II Chalcidenorum in 3rd, 4th and 5th
places respectively; the cohort list of RMD III 165 shows a similar displacement between first and second cohorts as does
RMD I 50.
61 See Table 2 for diplomas naming this fleet; also see RMD III Appendix III, p. 341 for a table of diplomas mentioning
provincial fleets known up to the end of 1994.
62 CIL XVI 169/73.
63 See G. Alföldy, Die Truppenkommandeure in den Militärdiplomen. Heer und Integrationspolitik. Die römischen
Militärdiplome als historische Quelle. Passauer Historische Forschungen 2, edd. W. Eck, H. Wolff, Köln/Wien, 1986, 385–
436, especially 391–392 and 41–433.
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the diploma of 127 for Britannia, which names a prefect from Pitinum Mergens.64 The fact that neither
the diploma for Germania inferior nor the present example gives an origo for the commander
emphasises a factor which is observable in many aspects of changes in formula or usage in diplomas.
There appears to be a time lag between the first instance of a change and its universal acceptance. This
may be paralleled in the case of the omission of unit lists from inner faces of diplomas, which has
hitherto been believed to have been initiated ca. 145/146. There is now an earlier example known of this
practice in an unpublished diploma of 143, and the same is true of abbreviations used in the standard
formula, which vary even in diplomas issued at the same time.65 A search of the indices of CIL VI
failed to identify M. Ulpius Attianus in Rome.
The Recipient
The recipient had served as a cavalryman in ala I Flavia Gaetulorum and the origin of the unit and its
history were explored in the publication of the diploma of 125.66 The recipient of that diploma was
Bessus and this fitted with the known presence of the ala in Moesia inferior at latest between ca. 99 and
110/113. However, the recipient in 127 was an Eraviscus, as was his wife, so that his home lay
somewhere south of Budapest in Pannonia inferior. His recruitment could have been as early as 100, and
at the latest 102, and may have come about either as part of a programme of recruitment for the first
Dacian war, or during replenishment of troops after losses in that war. Alternatively, he may represent a
transfer from another unit after the Dacian Wars, or even as late as the short period when the ala was in
Pannonia inferior.67 His name, Veladatus, is closely paralleled in Pannonia, and that of his father
(presumably Dialo) is also attested there.68 His wife, her father and his children all possess single names
of a type which show the romanising influence of his service in the army. All are cognomina that
commonly appear in the auxilia.
Like his predecessor of two years earlier he names five children, in this case four sons and one
daughter.
The Witnesses
Five of the witness names are familiar in Period 2 lists (73/74–138). L. Vibius Vibianus (No. 2) signed
between 118 and 129; L. Pullius Daphnus (No. 3) began to appear in 122 and went through to become
one of the regular witnesses in Period 3 up to 148 (unless a homonym replaced him at some time); Q.
Lollius Festus (No. 4) is known between 122 and 133, C. Vettienus Hermes (No. 5) between 113 and
134. Ti. Claudius Menander (No. 7) served as witness between 103 and 140, unless, like Daphnus, a
possible homonym was involved. Two hitherto unknown signatories are Ti. Iulius Vibianus (No. 1) and
Q. Orfius Paratus (No. 6). Both of the “new” witnesses have gentilicia which could be associated with
known signatories, although this does not necessarily imply that they were related. More examples of
tabella I than of tabella II are known so that knowledge of the witness lists remains fragmentary.69

University College London, Institute of Archaeology
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64 See note 3 supra.
65 See Table I. I hope to tabulate more examples in RMD IV.
66 See W. Eck, M. M. Roxan op. cit. note 8.
67 CIL XVI 61.
68 A. Mócsy, R. Feldmann, E. Marton, M. Szilágyi, Dissertationes Pannonicae, III, 1. Nomenclator provinciarum

Europae Latinarum et Galliae Cisalpinae cum indice inverso. Budapest, 1983, Veledatus, 303; Dialo, 102.
69 See RMD III pp. 346–351 for indices of witnesses. New indices are in preparation for RMD IV.
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TABLE 1
Abbreviations used in outer faces of three diplomas of 20 August 127
BRITTANNIA
35 units listed
EMER
DIMISS
HON
MISS
QVOR[?]
--------CIVITAT
VXORIB
HAB
DVXISS
DVMTAX
SNGVLI SINGVLAS
DESCRIPT
RECOGNIT
TABVLA
TEMPL

GERMANIA INFERIOR
20 units listed
EMERIT
DIMISSIS
HONEST
MISSIONE
QVORVM
NOMINA
CIVITAT
VXORIB
HABVISS
DVXISS
DVMTAXAT
SINGVL SINGVL
[DES]CRIPT
RECOGNIT
TABVL
TEMPLVM

MOESIA INFERIOR
15 units listed
EMERIT
DIMISSIS
HOMEST
MISS
QVOR
NOMIN
CIVIT
VXORIB
HABVISSENT
DVXISSENT
DVMTAXAT
SINGVLI SINGVLAS
DESCRIPTVM
RECOGNITVM
TABVLA
TEMPLVM

For the purpose of comparison only those words which show differences have been included.
1. With a much longer list of unit names and probable similarity of size of tablet the Brittannia diploma
had reached the end of the standard formula in middle of the 5th line from the central binding holes; the
diploma of Germania inferior reached the same point at the end of the 6th line; that of Moesia inferior
concluded in the middle of the 3rd line from the centre of the tablet.
2. The treatment of unit names differed in all three examples. As far as may be judged such names were
fairly strongly abbreviated in the case of Brittania; the numeral was followed by a name of 3–4 letters,
when identity could be served by such brevity, where necessary extra letters were allowed. In the list of
Germania inferior this was far from the case. Only the two final letters (-VM) were lopped off most
units, although some lost more. The Moesian diploma commonly dispensed with the last 4 to 6 letters
but, rather surprisingly, retained FLAV rather than FL for Flavia where it occurred. Subsidiary titles e.g.
c. R. were dispensed with.
3. Neither the diploma for Brittania nor that for Germania inferior needed to make an allowance of
space for families of the recipient, whereas the family names in the Moesian example occupied three
lines, but there is no particular feeling of cramping of these extra details.
The inescapable conclusion is that diploma texts were carefully laid out according to the amount of
variable material to be included, i.e. the length of the unit list and the size of the family of the recipient
to be included. It may seem unnecessary to state what is clearly obvious but the rare chance of being
able to make this comparison underlines the necessity for caution in assessing dates of fragmentary
diplomas on the size of abbreviations alone. There were clear trends in abbreviation, as will be shown
through graphs in RMD IV, but allowance must always be made for the possibility of a large or small
garrison and (before ca. 140) the inclusion of a soldier’s family.
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TABLE 2
DIPLOMAS OF MOESIA INFERIOR

Found:

XVI 44: 99 Aug. 14
Oltina, near Constanza
Tab. I & II

XVI 45: 99 Aug. 14
Plovdiv?
Tab. I

XVI 50: 105 Mai. 13
Unknown, extat Budapest
Tab. I & II

XVI 58: 110/113?
Adamklissi
Tab. I(f)

alae: 3
1. Gallorum Flaviana
2. I Pannoniorum
3. II Hispanorum et Arvacorum

alae: 3

alae: 3
3. Gallorum Flaviana

alae:[3]

cohortes: 6
1. I Sugambrorum
2. I Bracaraugustanorum
3. I Hispanorum veterana
4. II Mattiacorum
5. II Gallorum*
6. Ubiorum

1. I Asturum*
2. I Flavia Gaetulorum
3. I Vespasiana Dardanorum

2.I Vespasiana Dardanorum

3. [I Flavia] Gaetulorum
1. [Vesp]asiana Dardanor.
2. [I -------------]

cohortes: 7

cohortes: 7

cohortes: 7
3. I Bracara[ugustan]or.

5. II <Gallorum>
1. I Lepidiana c. R.
2. I Tyriorum
3. I Lusitanorum Cyrenaica
4. II Flavia Brittonum
5. II Chalcidenorum
6. III <Gallorum>
7. VII Gallorum

5. II <Gallorum>
1. [I} Lepidiana

2. I Lusitanorum Cyrenaica

6. III <Gallorum>*
7. IIII Gallorum
1. I Flavia Commagenorum
3. II Lucensium
4. II Flavia Bessorum

6. III <Gallorum>
7. VII [Gallo]rum

4. II Luce[nsium]
2. [I -----------]um

Consuls:
Governor:
Unit:
Commander:
Recipient:

Q. Fabio Barbaro
A. Caecilio Faustino
Q. Pomonio Rufo
cohort. II Gallorum
Visulanius Crescens
pediti, M. Antonio M. f. Rufo
Abretten(o) et Marco f. eius.

et classici

et classici

Q. Fabio Barbaro
A. Caecilio Faustino
Q. Pomponio Rufo
alae I Asturum
Ti. Iulius Ti. f., Pup. Agricola
gregali, Metico Solae f., Besso

C. Iulio Basso
Cn. Afranio Dextro
A. Caecilio Faustino
coh. III Gallorum
P. Valerius Sabinus
pediti, Ambireno Iuvenci f.,
Rauric(o)

------------P. Ca[lpurnio Macr]o
-------------
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Findspot:

New dipl. A: 125 Iun. 1
Unknown
Tab. I(f)

New dipl. B: 127 Aug. 20
Unknown
Tab. I & II (fastened)

XVI 78: 134 Apr. 2
Giurgiu, Romania
Tab. I & II

XVI 83: 138 Febr. 28
Tirnovo, Bulgaria
Tab. I(f) & II(f)

alae: 2

alae: 5

alae: 2

alae: 3

2. I Flav. Gaetulor.*

4. I Flav Gaetul.*
3. I Vesp. Dardan.

2. Vespasian. Dardan.

1. I Gallor. et Pannon

1. I Pann. et Gall.
5. II Hisp. Arav.
2. Gall Atectorig.

1. I Gall. et Pann.
3. II Hisp. Arv.
1. [-----]
2. [-----]

cohortes: 5

cohortes: 10

cohortes: 5

3. Bracaror.

5. I Bracaror.

2. I Bracar.

4. II Mattiacor.

10. II Mattiac.

3. II Mattiacor.

2. I Lepidian c. R.

6. I Lepid.

5. II Flavia Britton.

1. I Lusitan
7. II Flav. Britt.
9. II Chalcid.

cohortes: 5

5. [II Matt.]*

4. I Lusi. [Cyr.]
5. I IChal.cidenor.

3. I aut II Chal.

8. II Lucens.

1. I Thrac. Syriac.

3. I Thrac. Syriac
2. I Flav Numidar.
4. I Germ..
1. I Cilicum
4. I Claud. Sugambr.*
1. I [-----]
2. [-----]
item classic

Consuls:

[- ------- ----?Ni]gro
P. Lucio Cosconiano
Governor:
Bruttio Praesente
Unit:
[alae I Flavi]ae Gaetulor.
Commander: [- ----- ] Attianus, Roma
Recipient:
ex gregale [---]lo f.,
Besso, et [--- ---]liu
Lucosis fil., uxori eius et
[---] f. eius et Gaio f. eius
et [----] f. eius et [----] fil.
eius et [---]ru fil. eius

Q. Tineio Rufo
M. Licinio Celere Nepote
Bruttio Praesente
alae I Flaviae Gaetulor
M. Ulpius Attianus
ex gregale Veladato
Dialonis f., Eravisc. et
Iuliae Titi fil., uxori eius
Eravisc. et Fortunato f.
eius et Atrecto f. eius et
Ianuario f. eius et Magno
f. eius et Ianuariae fil. eius

item classic
T. Vibio Varo
T. Haterio Nepote
Iulio Maiore
coh. I Claud. Sugambr.
M. Acilius Alexander Palmyr.
ex pedite L. Sextilio Sextili f.,
Pudenti, Stobis, et Lucio f. eius
et Valerio f. eius et Petronio f.
eius et Valenti f. eius et Luciae
fil. eius et Anniae fil. eius

Kano Iunio Nigro
C. Pomponio Camerino
[------ -----]o
coh. II Mattiacor.
T. Flavius Laco, Side
ex pedite Clagissae
Clagissae f., Bess., et
Spor f. et Derzizeno f.
et Eptacento f. et Zinae
fil. et Eptaperi fil. eius
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Findspot:

RMD III 165: 145 (Ian.13/Mai)
Near Silistra (Nigrinis), Bulgaria
Tab. I(f)

RMD I 50: 152/154?
Brestovene, Kubrat, Bulgaria
Tab. I(f)

RMD II 111: 161 (Mart 7/ Dec.9)
Dubravica, Margum, Moesia super.

alae: 5

alae: 5

alae: 1

4. I Fl. [Gaetul.?]
3. Vespas. Dardan.

4. Vespasia. Dar.

1. I Gall. [et Pann?]
5. II Hisp. [Ar]vac.
2. I Gall. [Atectorig?]

1. [I Ga]ll. et Pann.
3. II Hispan.] Arvac.
2. I Gall. Ate[ctor.]

1. Gal[l.]

5. [-----]
cohortes: 11
1. I Bracar. c. R.

cohortes 11
4. [I] Sugambr. vet.
1. I Brac.

2. II Matt.

10. I Lusit. Cy[ren.]
3. II <Fl.> [Britt?]

5. I Lusit. Cyr.
6. II [Chal]c. sag.

7. I Thr. S[yr.]
8. I Ger[m. c. R.]]
6. [I Ci]lic. sag.
4. I Claud. Sugamb[r.]

5. I Gal[l.]
9. [II Bracar]august.
11. [------]

8. I [Thrac.] Svr!
2. I Fl. Numid.
9. I Germ. c. R.
7. I Cilic. sag.

10. II Bracaug.
3. [------]
11. [-----]

[item classici]
Consuls:
Governor:
Unit:
Commander:
Recipient:

L. Lamia Silvano
L(?) [--- -----]
[Claudio Saturni]no
[al]ae I Gallo[r. --------]

[item class.]

----------Ul[pio Messa]llino

Two fragmentary diplomas have been omitted: RMD I 10, of 103/105, where no units are preserved, governor [A. Caecili]o Faustin[o];
RMD II 85 of 112 Sept. 27, where the units named are: [I Cil]icum sagitt.(?), [--Bracar]aug., II M[attiacor.] Consuls: T. Iulius [Maximus],
P. Stertinius Quart[us].

TAFEL III

A Diploma of Moesia inferior (extr.)

TAFEL IV

A Diploma of Moesia inferior (intus)

